
Cover last-minute schedule changes.

Generate a list of employees based on their avai-
labilities and on your organizations rules to find
the best fit for your shift to cover. 

The predictive overtime indicators provides your
managers with a visibility on the impact of assig-
ning open shift to an employee. 

Manage absence and last-
minute changes like a pro

Find available employees

Save time with pre-configured response
by creating standardized responses that
combine your business, scheduling 
and requirements rules 

Updates employees’
availabilities efficiently.

Highlights
Manage employees’ responses

Find available employees and fill up open shifts quickly.

Managers can quickly and efficiently monitor and track
all employees’ responses and availabilities.

The platform is fully integrated with UKG Dimensions,
providing a single user experience.

Call List

Designed to make informed decisions, precit overtime
and identify your employees’ availability.

Workforce Dimensions

The Call List is easy to configure, maintain, and 
provides strong security and data protection.



Compliant with Organizational Rules and Union Regulations
Reduce errors and complaints

Generate your employees’ list
and reach out to qualified em-
ployees to fill full or partial shifts.

Fill your open shifts
Create standardized responses
that combines your scheduling 
and requirement rules.

Pre-defined responses

Have this tool up and running in
less than a week.

Easy to setup

At any time, we ensure you’re
contacting the right employee
based on your rules.

Fully secure real time data integr-
ation providing an easy and seam-
less user experience.

After the validation process completed, updates
are made to the UKG Dimensions database insta-
ntly - no manual entry required.

Updates your employees’ 
schedule automatically.

Employees’ schedules

The Call List generate list to ensure your managers contact the right employees based on your 
organizational rules.

For more information visit zaddons.com or send us an email sales@zaddons.com 

Reduce errors

Track all actions and changes in
an exportable audit report

Be audit ready


